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Our story line

The current crisis of the financial economy
originated in unsustainable structures 

of the real economy-

Only policies targeting at viable long-term
structures or the real economy

will contain the current crisis.

The EU needs to put its policies for 2030 and 2050
into a broader context.



Why 2030 policies should dare being different

� A different interpretation of the current crisis

� A different approach  to policy design

� A different economic analysis

� A different agenda for actions now



Why we need a different understanding
of the current economic crisisof the current economic crisis

The real economy matters



� The financial crisis 
originated in the real 
economy
� Public and private debt did not 

generate adequate returns

A different interpretation of the current crisis

� Current attempts to contain 
the crisis are prone to fail
� e.g. Greece



� NYT, January 1, 2012

� “Governments don’t have to pay
back their debt.“

� “Debt matters, but right now, other 

Paul Krugman
Nobody Understands Debt

� “Debt matters, but right now, other 
things matter more.”

� LSE 2010

“Most work in macroeconomics in the 
past 30 years has been useless at best 
and harmful at worst.”



� Instead of
policies which generate a downward spiral
� Severe  austerity programs in for the real economy

� But
generous recue packages for financial economy

What might matter more

� Policies which enhance the real economy
� But these policies need a long-term vision

� The EU 2050 Roadmaps have opened the discussion for
such a vision



� Developing visions
for the economic structures of the very long-run
� Perspectives for 2030 and 2050

� Developing policies now 
for moving towards these structures

The challenge

for moving towards these structures
� Investments for a new infrastructure

� Developing mechanisms
which support these restructuring
� New financial mechanisms



Why the very long-run matters now
and why it needs a different policy design

Looking forward and 
backcasting from viable futures



The next energy crises
e.g. nuclear 



The aging nuclear reactors



� until 2015
every 92 days a new 
installation

� afterwards until 2025
every 10 days a new 

Investments needed for maintaining the current
generating capacity of nuclear reactors

every 10 days a new 
installation



Some emerging visions
for our energy system



The transformation of buildings
Almost-zero and plus energy building standards



The transformation of mobility
Plug-in electric cars, self-steering



The transformation of energy supply
More than 80% from renewables
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Why the very long-run requires
a new generation of modeling toolsa new generation of modeling tools

From flows to functionalities



The conventional wisdom

The impact analyses of theThe impact analyses of the
EU 2050 Roadmaps



EU policy perspectives for 2020 and 2050

� A more ambitious reduction 
target for 2020

� From 20% to 30%

� Roadmaps for 2050

80% to 95% GHG reductions 
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The impact analysis of a 30% target for 2020 

� Commission:
Costs are 0.54% of GDP

� But what does this mean? 

� We suggest a more refined cost analysis

� Investment costs – impact over many years� Investment costs – impact over many years

� User costs – per annum
Annual capital costs + operating costs

� Our cost estimates

� Additional investments of more than 2% of GDP will be needed

� But user costs will not necessarily increase



Elements of economic modeling of the
very long-run

The example of energy systems
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Design element 1: Emphasizing services
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� Unit technologies are structured according to their 
position on the energy cascade

� Service

� e.g. 1.000 km distance travelled by persons or goods 

Defining scalable unit technologies 
Design element 2: Scalable technologies

� Application

� e.g. mode of transportation (car, train, …)

� Transformation

� e.g. electricity from hydro power



� Technology evaluation matrix

Evaluating the impact of unit technologies 
Design element 2: Comprehensive technology description

Investment Operating

Flow effects
GDP, consumption, employment

exports, importsexports, imports

Stock effects
all types of capital stocks

Emissions
greenhouse gases and others

Technology
learning, spillover,

competitiveness, security     



� Three-step backcasting procedure

� (1) Long-term targets are specified

� e.g. 80% GHG reductions

� (2) Trajectories to the present are constructed

Backcasting technology transition paths
Design element 4

� (2) Trajectories to the present are constructed

� e.g. based on information about dissemination and learning

� (3) Economic impacts of these trajectories are traced

� e.g. investment requirements

� e.g. user costs from investment and operating 



Implementation in sGAIN
sustainable general analysis of innovations

An example



� Implementation of innovative program for residential 
buildings up to 2020

Buildings (1)
From standard low to extreme low energy standards

� Construction costs for low energy standards
in 2010  [€ per m2]
� Single family 1450 -30% by 2020

� Multi family 1150 -30% by 2020� Multi family 1150 -30% by 2020

� Energy flows 65 kWh per m2 and year

� Construction costs for extreme low energy standards
in 2010  [€ per m2]
� Single family 1600 -30% by 2020

� Multi family 1200 -30% by 2020

� Energy flows 15 kWh per m2 and year



� Depreciation rate 40 years

� Interest rate 2.5% p.a.

� Energy costs 145 €/MWh

Buildings (2)
From standard low to extreme low energy standards

� User cost per year [€ per m2] 2010 2020� User cost per year [€ per m2] 2010 2020

� Single-family
� Low 78 60

� Extreme low 82 63

� Multiy-family
� Low 61 47

� Extreme low 62 47



� Impact and diffusion of technologies 
� “Black box” is opened

� Wide range of criteria for impact evaluation
� Differentiated cost effects: investment, operating, use

� Open to different institutional framework and 
coordination mechanisms

Some specific features of this modeling approach
sGAIN: sustainable general analysis of innovations

Open to different institutional framework and 
coordination mechanisms
� Price based and non-priced based environments

� New insights into abatement costs
� Based on comparing user costs of different technologies

� Implementations
� EnergyTransition

� Beyond-20



Extension of sGAIN

”Beyond GDP”: From flows to functionalities
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Elements of a different design 
for 2030 policies

A transformation program for the
EU economy



Raising the awareness of the EU technology gap
Leading roles of China and US

� Supercomputers

� Renewables

� Scientific publications



� Buildings

� The existing stock of buildings

� The buildings of the future

� Mobility

Launching an ambitious technology effort

� From transport to mobility services

� Energy

� Switching to a low-energy and low-carbon system



� European Innovation Fund (EIF)
� ECB exchanges bad assets against fresh money which is at leat 

partially earmarked for EIF

� All rescue operations for Member States are only project based and 
supported only via EIF

Creating new financial mechanisms

supported only via EIF



� Targets for 2030 and 2050 follow from the 
implementation of the technology programs

� In contrast to the current mindset

A new perception of targets
Targets follow from technologies
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